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Clown Me In is a clowning and street theatre NGO founded 
by Sabine Choucair of Lebanon and Gabriela Munoz of 

Mexico. Through interactive workshops and performances, 
we use clowning to spread laughter and provide relief in 

disadvantaged communities while shedding light on important 
social, environmental and humanitarian issues. Clown Me In has 
worked with communities around the world, including Mexico, 
Myanmar, the Balkans, Lebanon, India, Brazil, Morocco, Jordan, 

Syria, Greece, Sweden and the United Kingdom.

We are currently a team of 30 people, including clowns/ 
performers, freelancers and volunteers, an operations officer, 

project managers, an accountant, and videographer.
Our experience ranges from street performances, to social 
therapy workshops and event hosting. We use creative and 
playful means to work with displaced and/or disadvantaged 

communities and work to bring people together using laughter 
and fun. We also aim to take the arts from urban to rural areas, as 

well as from closed spaces to the streets.

The situation in Lebanon continues to worsen, with the effects of 
the pandemic, the aftermath of the 2020 Beirut Port explosion 

one year on, and the financial collapse affecting everyone’s 
physical and mental well-being. Although the challenges and 

obstacles are immense, we have been adapting and responding 
by reaching out to the most vulnerable communities through 
laughter, play and workshops, committing to social change 

through art.

Overview



**All live performances and workshops that happened this year 
took all necessary COVID-19 precautions to ensure the safety of 

our participants and audiences.

In 2021, Clown Me In partnered with:
Clowns Without Borders Sweden, DROSOS Foundation, 
British Council, Kayani Foundation, UNICEF, Payasos Sin 

Fronteras, Al Jana, Sesam Foundation.

Our total budget in 2021 was: USD 274,723 USD

We held 336 workshops across Lebanon

We performed 116 shows 

We reached over 15000 people in person 
and over 373000 online

Produced 6 videos for social media awareness campaigns, 
including a parody rap song called “Lira Wara Lira”



IIVVSS (The International Institute for very Very Serious Studies)  
After the success of the pilot program of 2019/2020, which saw 12 
students  complete the  first 7-month training program, the second  
round of 12 students began their training in March, taking courses 
in participatory art, clowning, mask work, bouffon technique, 
puppetry, physical theatre, music, multimedia, proposal writing  
and storytelling with professionals and teachers from Lebanon,  
Italy, the United Kingdom, France and the United States.  They 
were  then divided into two groups that created and performed 
a 30-minute show each, tackling our everyday struggles in the 
country,  which they performed once in Beirut at Ain El Mraiseh 
Corniche on November 29th, and a second time in the main 
square of Tripoli on December 11th, where they  reached 350 
people overall. These same students are continuing into a second, 
pedagogical year in 2021/2022, involving a field project, using 
their newly acquired skills to create a street performance in a 
community in Lebanon. They will also  be taking on assistant roles 
to instructors and mentoring the new round of first-year students, 
adding a new collaborative element to the Institute. 

This project is funded by DROSOS.

Projects



Click the button to watch the 
IIVVSS explainer video

Click the button to watch 
instructor Hilary Ramsden talk 
about clowning and bouffon

Click the button to watch the 
short film about IIVVSS - 2021

https://www.facebook.com/iivvssleb/videos/416235135642422/
https://www.facebook.com/iivvssleb/videos/472315950955811
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1chEbm0-C7w


CAPE (Creative Arts for Peace and Equality)
CAPE is a project that began with Clown Me In and Clowns Without 
Borders Sweden as CATCH in 2017. The aim of the project is to 
support girls and women affected by war and conflict, minority 
groups, groups in vulnerable economic situations and women and 
girls exposed to violence and harassment, by strengthening their 
psychosocial wellbeing – a way to find peace within, while working 
for peace in the world. At the very beginning of the project, in 
2019, local artists from Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine and Syria were 
trained in Clowns Without Borders creative methods. The trained 
artists have since worked with women and girls in their local 
communities and have collectively worked with over 2500 people.

In 2021, CAPE ran from July to December, with thirteen trainers 
from the CMI team giving  daily, three-hour sessions over six-day 
periods, reaching around 220 participants (mainly females) while 
working with 7 different associations. 256 sessions were given  in 
collaboration with World Vision and other sessions were done in 
collaboration with Plan International.

Funded by: Clowns Without Borders Sweden

Click the button to watch an 
in-depth interview and report 
on the CAPE project

Click the button to read 
more about the project

https://www.facebook.com/ClownerutanGranser/videos/403681764006227
https://cape-2021.clownerutangranser.se/
https://cape-2021.clownerutangranser.se/
https://cape-2021.clownerutangranser.se/


We Must Clown
We Must Clown 2021 brought together a group of professional 
and non-professional Lebanese and Syrian artists living in Lebanon, 
to train and shoot a series of artistic and humoristic films, which 
reflect on several social and political issues people face in Lebanon 
and the region. Team members of CMI, a peace researcher, a 
videographer and clown artists worked together to reflect on 
the root causes of these common challenges, such as crumbling 
economies, the pandemic, corruption, mismanagement, and the 
environment. The aim was to create artistic work that inspires, 
excites, and engages audiences in Lebanon and the Arab world. 
The project’s goal was to empower the participants to express 
themselves, while reflecting on their situations and working on 
their professional development. It also gave the non-professional 
clowns the opportunity to put into practice the training they 
received from CMI and work towards building a professional 
artistic career, in a time where artists are suffering to survive.

Supported by the British Council Lebanon’s Masarat Grants Scheme 

Click the button to watch 
the films created by the 
WMC team

Click the button to the 
Lira Wara Lira parody 
music video

 https://www.facebook.com/watch/131810043429/375947283912071
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCRoa23SkGc&t=7s


LiBeirut Relief Shows
On the one-year memorial of the Beirut Port explosion that 
devastated the city, we performed a series of shows to provide 
psychosocial relief in the areas that were most affected by the 
blast,  walking through a different area  every Tuesday throughout 
the month of August.  This series of shows was born out of the 
belief that art, laughter, and play are crucial for collective well-
being. Laughter is great medicine, with tremendous power to 
positively influence people experiencing emotional distress.

Click the button to watch the 
short video we made as a tribute 
to the victims of the blast

https://www.facebook.com/clownmeinpage/videos/504801913953965


Eleven Days of Clown Tours
In light of the ongoing trauma induced by the Beirut Port explosion, 
economic collapse, and the armed clashes on October 14th, 2021 
in the Tayouneh region, the Clown Me In team continued touring, 
this time with the support of Clowns Without Borders Sweden. The 
team toured for 11 days, putting on 21 performances and offering 
one workshop, which reached 2,924 people in Tripoli, Beirut and 
Saida, in partnership with 15 schools and organizations. 

Supported by Clowner utan Gränser

Click the button to watch 
the tour recap video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yX1A5scQDZE&t=7s


Comic Relief Tours
The Comic Relief Tours began in 2020 after the Port explosion, as 
a way of helping those affected by the blast, especially children 
suffering from trauma. This year, we were able to continue the 
tours with three more sets of performances between Beirut and 
the Bekaa, with 46 performances in total, reaching 3073 people. 
Sabine and Ghalya - two of our clowns- had the pleasure of 
performing with two Spanish artists, Denguito and Moi, on a forth 
tour in Saida.

Supported by  Payasos Sin Fronteras

Click the button to watch the video 
of our performances in Saida

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3BsaSLRhvw


Rooftop performances in Palestinian refugee camps
Three of our members took part in a festival organized by Al Jana 
to put on a performance on the rooftops of Palestinian refugee 
camps. The show was projected onto screens on many rooftops 
to reach more people.

Click the button to watch Al 
Jana’s video of the festival

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHxBxeq27S8


Digital Mine Risk Education
Members of Clown Me In have partnered with Clowns Without 
Borders UK and USA to work on the creation of digital mine risk 
education materials for audiences in Iraq, Lebanon, Somalia and 
Vietnam, with Mines Advisory Group (MAG) . Though this training 
has previously been done in person, COVID-19 restrictions made 
finding a new, innovative approach imperative for regions affected 
by wars, unexploded mines and bombs. 

Click the button to read 
more about the project

Click the button to watch one 
of the short videos produced 
for MAG

https://www.maginternational.org/whats-happening/mags-facebook-risk-education-campaign-target-95-mi/
https://www.facebook.com/clownswithoutborders.usa/videos/1250462438780186


Clown Workshop for Med Students
In honour of Children’s Cancer Awareness Month, the Lebanese 
Oncology Interest Group brought in Sabine Choucair and Hillary 
Ramsden to give med students interested in paediatric oncology 
a clown doctor workshop. The workshop was aimed at helping 
students strengthen their communication and interpersonal skills, 
to build better relationships with their patients.



In 2021, Sabine Choucair:

•  Gave an online workshop to 150 employees of the Microsoft 
team in Seattle (and a few others from around the world) in April. 
The interactive visual performing session focused on     developing 
empathy and collaboration, building connections and impacting 
well-being. 

•  Gave a three-day training of trainers to the Concern International 
team on how to incorporate art, theatre and clowning in their 
work with  communities.

•  Gave an hour and a half webinar for Bloom, Bloom partners 
and the community at large in which she presented her “clown/
laughter” wellbeing-promoting practice in ways that are 
engaging to an online audience. 

•  Gave 60 employees from Unilever a laughter and relaxation 
online workshop.

•  Spoke on a panel at the Culture, Health and Wellbeing 
International Conference (CHW21) on the importance of 
clowning in wellbeing.  

•  Was invited to speak about her work on the Wellness Curated 
Podcast. (Episode 58 - Changing the World One Laugh at a Time)

Talks & Trainings

https://wellnesscurated.life/podcasts/
https://wellnesscurated.life/podcasts/


Media Highlights
Click logo to see media

https://apnews.com/article/mt-state-wire-business-health-coronavirus-pandemic-fb6192621bcb186ddc04f47f2eb96d2d
https://www.daserste.de/information/politik-weltgeschehen/weltspiegel/sendung/libanon-lachen-gegen-das-trauma-100.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2_lfagXvGuZzvMqjBCnXRB44ngHFe9PdzAThmVKaQYXFA5dzyLUlMAtIY
https://atlasofthefuture.org/project/clown-me-in/%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3OY5J3A_upAalJJFg6an1cxZVTuJTc7s6QZnPySOKLn0TaqfSvgEDKzmI
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/apr/23/clowns-without-borders-conflict-zones-covid

